RECOGNITION BY MOSCOW OF POSSIBLE NEED TO GIVE UP WHOLE OF "ARTHUR's" ORGANISATION (1944)

From: MOSCOW  
To: MONTEVIDEO  
No: 302  
30 December 1944

Your number 126.

We consider your suggestion correct. "ARTHUR"[ARTUR][1], "ALEXANDER"[ALEKSANDR][1] and "PHILLIP"[FILIPP][1] for the time being are to carry out no new recruiting work. All their work and especially yours must be carried out in the most conspiratorial and careful manner. Since it is reliably known to us that a number of "ARTHUR's" and "ALEXANDER's" connections have been compromised, [PROVALENY] your first priority task is to go carefully over the existing organisation [KHOZAJSTVO] and weed out [OTSEYAT] what is useless or dangerous. Your and "TAGORE's"[1] information indicates that the possibility is not excluded of our having to abandon the whole of "ARTHUR's" organisation [KHOZAJSTVO] and

[1 group unrecoverable]  
[3 groups un Source]

Comment: [1] Unidentified cover-name.
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